Sounds: L - long, S - short, R - r-control

Wilson Sat Alone

1. wheel
2. tube
3. blue
4. bush
5. shark

Quiz:
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
4. ______________________
5. ______________________
6. ______________________
7. ______________________
8. ______________________
9. ______________________
10. _____________________

Use your Glossary. Match the meaning to the word.

1. amazing _____ A. ran quickly
2. clustered ___ B. surprising
3. gathered_____ C. formed a group
4. raced _______ D. went from place to place without a plan
5. wandered _____ E. came together
Name _______________________ Date _______________
Sounds: L - long, S - short, R - r-control

Wilson Sat Alone

1. wig________ 6. glad ________
2. knot________ 7. fish________
3. shirt________ 8. smart________
4. give________ 9. find________
5. mask_______ 10. snake _______

Quiz:
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________
5. __________________________
6. __________________________
7. __________________________
8. __________________________
9. __________________________
10. __________________________

Use your Glossary: amazing clustered gathered raced wandered

1. __________________________ describes people forming a group
2. __________________________ tells what a runner did
3. __________________________ tells about going from place to place without a plan
4. __________________________ means surprising
5. __________________________ means came together
Sounds: L - long, S - short, R - r-control

1. bite _____
2. night _____
3. slick_______
4. line ______
5. card ______

Quiz:
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
4. ______________________
5. ______________________
6. ______________________
7. ______________________
8. ______________________
9. ______________________
10. ______________________

Use your Glossary: wandered cluster amazing gathered raced

1. Tell about something you think is ________________________.
2. There was a time when you ______________________ from place to place.
3. Have you ever seen so many people ______________________ in one place.
4. This is a place you can ______________________ around and look the interesting things.
5. The fox ate the _________________________ of grapes.
Sounds  L- long,  S- short,  R- r-control  

Wilson Sat Alone

1. sold _______
2. use_________
3. been_________
4. bird_________
5. then_________

6. sly _______
7. play _______
8. fork________
9. rest________
10. crust________

Quiz:
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________
5. __________________________

6. __________________________
7. __________________________
8. __________________________
9. __________________________
10. __________________________

Use these words: wandered clustered amazed gathering raced

1. We are __________________ together on the basketball court.
2. All the runners __________________ as fast as they could.
3. A crowded __________________ around the winner.
4. We all __________________ slowly home.
5. The crowd was __________________ at how far he jumped.
Name _______________________ Date _______________

Sounds  L - long,  S - short,  R - r-control  Wilson Sat Alone

1. each _____
2. split______
3. fort______
4. slept______
5. rule______

Quiz:
1.______________________
2.______________________
3.______________________
4.______________________
5.______________________
6. thirty______
7. rise______
8. load______
9. dust______
10. skirt______

Reading Words: wandered  clustered  amazing  gathering  raced

1. While everyone _______________ in groups, Wilson read alone.
2. Sara ____________________ across the snow to Wilson.
3. Then an____________________ thing happened.
4. The children____________________ on home.
5. The children were____________________ for a game of kickball.